BRAZIL

Across
2. Body of water to the East of Brazil
5. Currency used in Brazil
9. The main colour on the Brazilian flag is....
10. One of the most popular sports in Brazil
11. Continent Brazil is located on.
12. Explorer who travelled from Spain on the ship named 'Victoria''

13. Language spoken in Brazil
14. Brazilian city that is hosting the 2016 Olympic games.
15. Pedro Cabral officially claimed Brazil in 1500 on behalf of which country

Down
1. Climate area that has rain almost every day
3. Animal that lives in higher elevations and eats shrubs and short grasses
4. A huge rodent that lives along the banks of rivers
6. What is the country to the West of Brazil, that has the capital city Lima?
7. What is the capital city of Brazil?
8. What is the largest river in Brazil?